Operating Instructions for #82088 Cross Saw

1. Use your Cross Saw with a 12 volt DC power source only.
2. To change saw blade, unplug tool and loosen chuck with Allen wrench supplied. Insert saw blade with teeth facing forward. NEVER TIGHTEN CHUCK WITHOUT A SAW BLADE INSERTED. ALWAYS TIGHTEN CHUCK FROM THE SIDE, NEVER THE FRONT.
3. If blade cannot be inserted into slot, remove chuck, check for debris in the slot and clean out as necessary. Open slot slightly with a fine screwdriver until blade can be inserted easily, but not too much, which would prevent reinstallation of chuck. Reassemble unit.
4. Saw blades furnished with Cross Saw are for cutting wood or plastic only. For a smoother cut, or for cutting metal or very thin wood, order optional fine saw blades #15244.

CAUTION
Always unplug tool before changing saw blades.
Secure work. Use clamps or a vise to hold work whenever possible.
Change saw blades as soon as wear is apparent.
Wear eye protection.
Do not operate tool after taking drugs, alcohol or medications or when you are tired or fatigued.
Keep long hair tied back.
Do not wear loose clothing.
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